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Until very recently, the only known ideal-hereditary radicals in the variety of 
o-symmetric near-rings were Jz, the Brown-McCoy radical or radicals based on 
these two. Now, many more have been found; they are all based on the equiprime 
near-rings. We present several examples as well as a general theory to accom- 
modate them all. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Supernilpotent radicals of rings were introduced to distinguish the 
“good” radicals (cf. AndrunakieviE [2, 31 or Szasz [18]). Such radicals are 
ideal-hereditary and contain all the rings with zero-multiplication; conse- 
quently also all nilpotent rings. These radicals are obtained as the upper 
radicals determined by certain classes of semiprime rings which make the 
radical hereditary. All radicals in this variety have hereditary semisimple 
classes-hence the supernilpotent radicals are ideal-hereditary. In the 
variety of all near-rings (or only the o-symmetric ones), not all semisimple 
classes are hereditary--even the nilradical, which is hereditary and contains 
all the nilpotent near-rings, has a non-hereditary semisimple class (cf. 
Kaarli [lo]). For a long time the only known ideal-hereditary radicals in 
the variety of o-symmetric near rings (which necessarily must contain all 
the nilpotent near-rings; cf. Betsch and Kaarli [4] were J2, the Brown 
McCoy radical, or radicals based on these two. However, recent results 
have shown that there are many more natural ones in this variety (cf. Sec- 
tion 3), some of which are not comparable with J2 nor with the Brown- 
McCoy radical. These radicals are not artificial; they are generalizations of 
their ring theory counterparts. The existence of all these well behaved ideal- 
hereditary radicals certainly warrants a general theory. The direct 
generalization of supernilpotent radicals from the ring theory case does not 
meet all the requirements; in particular, semisimple classes need not be 
hereditary. This shortcoming was overcome by Booth and Groenewald [S] 
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by using the equiprime near-rings to define special radicals. However, not 
all ideal-hereditary radicals can be accommodated in this theory; e.g., both 
.Zz and the Brown-McCoy radical 9 are not catered for. It is our purpose 
here to present a theory to overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings 
and which includes all the known ideal-hereditary radicals. The starting 
point is a generalization of semiprime rings to the near-ring case, not using 
the internal properties of a semiprime ring, but rather the class behaviour 
of the semiprime rings. 
2. OVERNILPOTENT RADICALS 
Unless specifically mentioned otherwise, all considerations will be in the 
variety of o-symmetric (right) near-rings except in the last section, which 
will show how to extend the results to the variety of all, not necessarily 
o-symmetric, near-rings. All classes of near-rings considered will be abstract 
classes (i.e., they contain the one-element near-ring and all isomorphic 
copies of near-rings in the class). A class of near-rings A is hereditary if 
la NE &? implies ZE &‘. We use the notation Ja-c~ N to denote the fact 
that J is an accessible subnear-ring of N; i.e., there exists a finite chain 
J=Z,dZ2~ ... dZ,-,aZ,,=N. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be any class of near-rings. Then .A always 
contains a largest hereditary subclass h(A) defined by h(A) = (N ( JE A 
for all JCICI N}. 
Proof: Since N 44 N, it follows that h(M) E JY and h(A) is clearly 
hereditary. Let .X be any hereditary subclass of J%‘. Let K E X and let 
J-=M K. Since X is hereditary, JE X E A, i.e., KE h(A) and X E h(A) 
follows. 1 
Recall: A ring (near-ring) N is semiprime if 14 N with I2 = 0 implies 
Z= 0. N is quasi-semiprime if x, y E N and xn = yn for all n E N or nx = ny 
for all n E N, then x = y. Any semiprime ring is quasi-semiprime but this is 
not the case for near-rings (cf. the example preceding Proposition 2.6). In 
the variety of rings, the following are equivalent (cf. [25] or Sands [17]): 
(1) N is quasi-semiprime. 
(2) xN = 0 or Nx = 0 implies x = 0. 
(3) N has zero middle annihilator (i.e., NxN = 0 implies x = 0). 
(4) Whenever JdZdA and Z/J= N, then Ja A. 
Remark that the class of quasi-semiprime rings is not hereditary; in fact, 
it is not even regular (a class A! is regular if 0 #Id NE A, then there 
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exists Ja I such that 0 # Z/JE ,,4z’): Let N # 0 be any ring with N2 = 0. Let 
9(N) be the Dorroh-extension of N. Then 0 # N a 9(N) and since 9(N) 
has an identity, 9(N) is quasi-semiprime. However, there is no ideal la N 
with 0 #N/Z and N/I quasi-semiprime. 
The next result is the starting point to our approach: 
2.2. PROPOSITION. In the variety of rings, the class of semiprime rings 
coincides with the largest hereditary subclass of the class of all quasi- 
semiprime rings. 
Proof: Let & be the class of all quasi-semiprime rings. In view of 
Proposition 2.1, it is sufficient to show that 
h(d) = {N 1 N is semiprime}. 
Let NE h(4’) and let Id N with I2 = 0. By definition of h(A), Z is quasi- 
semiprime; hence Z= 0. This means h(.&) is contained in the class of all 
semiprime rings. As is well known, the latter class of rings is hereditary and 
it is contained in A. Thus 
h(X) = {N 1 N is semiprime} 
follows from the maximality of h(d). 1 
2.3. COROLLARY. A ring N is semiprime if and only if all its ideals are 
quasi-semiprime. 
A class of near-rings M satisfies condition (F) if: 
(F) If JaZaA and Z/JE&, then JaA. 
In the variety of rings, as mentioned above, a class 4? satisfies condition 
(F) if and only if & consists of quasi-semiprime rings. A pre-image of a 
near-ring N is a pair (Z, 13), where Z is a near-ring and 0: I+ N is a 
surjective homomorphism. As usual, for S, T, U c N, (S : T)U denotes the 
subset 
(S : T),= (XE U 1 XTG S>. 
2.4. DEFINITION. A near-ring N is quasi semi-equiprime if 
(i) xn = yn for all n E N implies x = y (or equivalently, (0 : N)N = 0). 
(ii) If (Z, 0) is any pre-image of N and la A, then x- yE ker 8 
(x, YEZ) implies ax-aye ker 8 for all aEA. 
2.5. THEOREM. A class of near-rings &! satisfies condition (F) $and only 
if all the near-rings in M are quasi semi-equiprime. 
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Proof: Consider a chain Jq Id A with ZJJ quasi semi-equiprime. Let 
a,bEA, jEJ. For any iEZ: (a+j-a)i=ai+ji-aiEJ; hence a+j-aEJ 
from (i). Also, (ja)i=j(ai) E J; hence ja E J from (i). Furthermore, 
(a(b+j)-ab)i=a(bi+ji)-a(bi), bi+jiEZ, and (bi+ji)-biEJ=ker& 
where 8: I+ Z/J is the canonical homomorphism. From (ii) we get 
(a(b + j) - ab) i E J for all i. From (i), a(b + j) - ab E J follows and J 4 A 
holds. Conversely, let NE 4, where &? is a class satisfying condition (F). 
It is easily seen that condition (ii) of Definition 2.4 is satisfied: If (Z, 0) is 
a pre-image of N and la A, then by (F) also ker tI a A. Hence, if x, y E Z 
with x - y E ker 0, then 
ax-ay=a((x--y)+y)-ayEker8. 
Suppose condition (i) is not satisfied. Then (0 : N),#O; let Z= (0 : N)N. 
Let N”’ be the complete direct sum of (NI copies of N, i.e., NN = 
{f 1 f: N -+ N a function > with 
(f+ g)(x) =f(x) + g(x) and (fg)(x) =f(x) g(x). 
Let A4 = {f E NN ) f(x) -f( y) E Z for all x, y E N}. Then M is a subnear- 
ring of NN. Define 7~: M--f N by n(f) =f(O). Then rt is a surjective 
homomorphism; hence M/ker rc E N. Since Z # 0, ker 7t # 0. Indeed, choose 
0 # i,, E Z and define f: N + N by f(x) = 0 if x = 0 and f(x) = i. otherwise. 
Then 0 #f E ker rc. By N+ and M+ we denote the underlying groups of the 
near-rings N and M, respectively. Let S, be the group of permutations on 
N (for ~1, flE S,, a/? is defined by (afi)(x) = a@(x))) and define p: N+ --, SN 
by p(n) : N + N, p,(x) = x-n. Then p is a group homomorphism. Now N 
acts on M via 8: N+ -+ (Aut(M+), * ) defined by 0(n) = 8,: M --+ M, 
~,U-) =fo~n @ ere, for a, /IeAut(M+), we take aa*fi to be (a*p)(x)= 
/?(a(x))). Let W be the semidirect sum of N+ and Mf determined by 6, i.e., 
W= N x M with (a, f) + (b, g) = (a + b, 0,(j) + g). W is a group w.r.t. this 
operation with neutral element (0,O) and - (a, f) = ( -a, K,( -f)). 
Define a multiplication on W by (a,f)(b, g) = (0,fg). Clearly it is 
associative. Concerning the right distributivity, note that 
and 
[(a, f) + (by g)l(c, h) = (0, eb(.fV + gh) 
(a, f)(c, A) + (6, g)(c, h) = (O,f~ +&I. 
For any XE N, (e,(f)h)(x) =f(x - b) h(x) and (f/r)(x) =f(x) h(x). By 
our choice of the functions in M, f(x-b)-f(x)EZ, hence 
(f(x - b) -f(x)) N = 0. In particular, 
j-(x - 6) h(x) -f(x) h(x) = 0 
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and the right distributivity follows, whence W is a near-ring. If 
U= ((0,f) 1 fe ker rc} and V= { (0, f) ( f~ M}, it can be verified that 
UdVq W, Ugkerrr, VgM, and consequently VIU~NNE. By (F), 
U ~3 W. In particular, this means that U is a normal subgroup of W. 
Hence, for any g E ker II, f~ M, and a E N, 
(0, La-+ s-f)) = (a, f) + (0, 8) - (4 f) E u, 
i.e., &.(f+g-f)((O)=O, i.e., g(a)=0 for all aeN, gekern. Thus g=O 
for all g E ker rc. This, however, contradicts ker rc # 0. Hence I= 0, which 
proves the theorem. n 
Remark that in the above theorem we have actually proved: For any 
near-ring N, (0 : N)N = 0 if and only if whenever Ja 24 A with Z/Jr N, 
then J is a right ideal in A. 
It seems unlikely that it will be possible to replace condition (ii) in 
Definition 2.4 with a property involving only the multiplication in N, for 
the reason that there are near-rings with a trivial (and arbitrary) multi- 
plication which are also quasi semi-equiprime: Let N be any group with 
uneven prime order. Let 4 # S G N\ { O}. Define multiplication on N by 
ab= 
1 
a if beS 
0 if b # S. 
Then N is a near-ring, in fact a 2-primitive o-symmetric near-ring, and 
Kaarli [ 1 l] has shown that such near-rings are quasi semi-equiprime. 
From prior observations, we immediately have: 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let N be a ring. Then N is quasi-semiprime if and 
only if N is quasi semi-equiprime. 
We recall that an ideal la N is an essential ideal of N if In J # 0 for all 
0 #J- N. These ideals will be denoted by Z~O N. In order to generalize 
the supernilpotent radicals of rings, we will use weakly special classes of 
near-rings which generalize their ring theory counterpart (cf. Rjabuhin 
[16] and Heyman and Roos [S]). We point out that our definition of a 
weakly special class for near-rings is not the same as that defined earlier by 
Mlitz and Oswald [ 141. Motivated by Proposition 2.2, we define: 
2.7. DEFINITION. A class of near-rings 4 is a weakly speCia1 class if & 
is a hereditary subclass of the class of all quasi semi-equiprime near-rings 
which is closed under essential extensions (i.e., if Ido N and ZE 4, then 
NE./&). 
If we denote the class of all quasi semi-equiprime near-rings by QSEP, 
it is clear from Proposition 2.1, that if J! is a weakly special class, then 
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&! c h(QSEP) E {N ( N semiprime). Of course, in the variety of rings, 
A c_ h(QSEP) = {N 1 N semiprime} (Propositions 2.6 and 2.2) and Defini- 
tion 2.7 is exactly the definition of a weakly special class in this variety. We 
have the following equivalent definition for a weakly special class (as it 
appeared originally for rings; cf. Rjabuhin [16]). 
2.7*. DEFINITION. A class of near-rings &! is a weakly special class if M 
is a hereditary subclass of the class of all quasi semi-equiprime near-rings 
such that if Zu N and ZE &!, then N/(0 : I),., E J&. 
Indeed, if the conditions of 2.7 are satisfied, consider la N with ZE 4. 
Then 0 = (0 : I), = (0 : Z)N n Z and it can be verified that (0 : I),,, is an ideal 
of N which is maximal with respect o the intersection being 0. Then, as is 
well known. 
Zz Z/(Zn (0 : Z)N) E (I+ (0 : I),)/(0 : Z)N QO N/(0 : Z)N. 
Since 4? is closed under essential extensions, N/(0 : Z)N E J%‘. Conversely, 
suppose the conditions of 2.7* hold. Let Z-a N with ZE jll. Since Z is quasi 
semi-equiprime, 
Zn(O:Z),=(O:Z),=O 
and it follows that (0 : Z)N = 0. Thus N z N/(0 : Z)N E 4, which proves the 
equivalence. 
The subdirect closure of a class of near-rings A, denoted by 2, is the 
class of all subdirect sums of near-rings from A. We will now show that 
the subdirect closure of a weakly special class is again a weakly special 
class. To this effect, we need some prior results. 
2.8. LEMMA. Any subdirect sum of quasi semi-equiprime near-rings is 
quasi semi-equiprime. 
Proof: Let N, E QSEP for c1 E n (A some index set). Let N be the sub- 
direct sum of the N,‘s. Then N, g N/la, where Z, -=I N with n, Z, = 0. Let 
x E N such that xN = 0. For each GI, x + I, E N/Z, and (x + Z,)(n + ZoI) = 0 for 
all n E N. Hence XE Z, since N/Z,E QSEP and XE n, I, = 0 follows. Let 
(J, 0) be a pre-image of N, let Ja A, and choose x, y E J such that 
x -y E ker 0. Let rr,: N + N/Z, be the canonical homomorphism. Then 
(J, ~0 0) is a pre-image of N, and x-ye ker rcllao 8. Since N, E QSEP, 
ax - ay E ker ncr 0 8 = {b EJ 1 B(b) E Zol} for all a E A. This means 
@ax-ay)EZ, for all CC; hence (ax-ay)En,Z,=O. Thus ax-ayEker8 
and NE QSEP follows. 1 
2.9. LEMMA (Anderson, Kaarli and Wiegandt [ 11). If Jt! is a 
hereditary class of near-rings, then 2 is hereditary. 
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2.10. THEOREM. Zf A? is a weakly special class, so is A%!. 
Proof: Since .& is a hereditary subclass of QSEP, Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 
yield 2 a hereditary subclass of QSEP. Because & satisfies condition (F), 
Proposition 4.20 in Mlitz and Veldsman [ 151 shows that .,& is closed 
under essential extensions (since J%’ is). 1 
All radical classes considered will be in the sense of Kurosh and Amitsur 
(cf. Szasz [18], Betsch and Kaarli [4], Anderson, Kaarli, and Wiegandt 
[ 11, Mlitz and Veldsman [ 151). However, we recall: With any radical class 
.@? is associated its semisimple class 579, defined by YW = (N 1 g(N) = O}. 
A radical class 9? is ideal-hereditary if both W and Yg are hereditary. This 
is equivalent to W(Z) = In B(N) for all la N. If +& is a regular class, then 
@A = {N 1 N has no non-zero homomorphic image in A} is a radical 
class, the upper radical determined by A, and J% c Y%J.+%‘. It is well known 
that W is a radical class if and only if .3? = %Y’a. From Theorem 2.10 
above and Theorem 1 in Anderson, Kaarli, and Wiegandt [ 11, we 
immediately have: 
2.11. THEOREM. Let A?’ be a weakly special class. Then A- is a hereditary 
semisimple class; in fact &-= Y+IYA? and the upper radical @.A? is 
hereditary. 
A radical class in the variety of rings (or near-rings) is called super- 
nilpotent if it is hereditary and contains all the nilpotent (near-) rings 
(cf. Andrunakievic [2] or Szasz [18]). 
2.12. PROPOSITION (Mlitz and Oswald [ 141). Let 9 be a radical class 
in the variety of rings or the variety of near-rings. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(1) B? contains all near-rings with zero multiplication. 
(2) B contains all nilpotent near-rings. 
(3) YR c {N 1 N semiprime}. 
(4) W(N) = (W(N) : N)N for all N. 
We have the following interesting feature of general radical theory: 
For a radical class 93 and I- N, N a near-ring, let 
[B, N, Z] = 8-‘(B?(N/Z)) n (B?(Z) : I),, 
where 0: N -+ N/Z is the canonical homomorphism. 
In the variety of rings: 
3 is supernilpotent 0 W(N) = [Be, N, Z] for all N, la N 
* W is ideal-hereditary. 
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In the variety of near-rings: 
9 is ideal-hereditary o .9?(N) = [a, N, Z] for all N, Z 4 N 
* W is supernilpotent. 
The equivalence in the ring case follows from Rjabuhin [16] or Szasz 
[lS] and the one-way implication is not reversible since, for example, the 
von Neumann regular radical class is ideal-hereditary but not super- 
nilpotent. The equivalence in the near-ring case is proved below and the 
one-way implication is not reversible (the nil radical is supernilpotent but 
not ideal-hereditary; cf. [lo]). 
2.13. PROPOSITION. Let 9 be a radical class in the variety of near-rings. 
Then W is ideal-hereditary if and only if S!(N) = [9, N, Z] for all N, la N. 
Proof Suppose %? is ideal-hereditary. Then, since 9’9 is hereditary, it 
follows from Betsch and Kaarli [4] that 59 contains all the near-rings with 
zero multiplication. Let la N. Then, if 8: N + N/Z is the canonical 
homomorphism, 8(9(N)) sW(N/Z), 9(N) c fV’(SI?(N/Z)). Since .9? is 
hereditary, 
R(N)ZG In B(N) G 9(Z). 
Hence 9?(N)& (a(Z) : Z)N and .%!(N)E [I.%?, N, Z] follows. Let A := 
[W, N, Z]. It can be verified that (.9(Z) : Z),a N (since &?(Z) = 
In%?(N) 4 N); hence A Q N. We now show A nZ=W(Z): 9(Z)= 
In W(N) G In A and Z(A n I) E Z((.G@(Z) : Z)N n I) = Z(.%(Z) : Z), = Zz%(Z) (by 
Proposition 2.12). Thus Z(A n I) G 9?(Z) and (A n I)* E G%?(Z). This means 
[A n Z+ &?(Z)]/%(Z) is an ideal of Z/&?(Z)E YW with zero multiplication. 
But all the near-rings with zero multiplication are contained in 9; hence 
A n ZG a(Z) and W(Z) = A n Z follows. Furthermore, A/A n Zz (A + Z)Z= 
fI( A) c .%(N/Z) E W. Since 9 is hereditary and 8(A) a N/Z, we have 
A/A~ZEB?. But AnZ=5%‘(Z)~93. Hence AE~ since 9I! is closed under 
extensions. This means A G B?(N); hence %!(N) = A = [W, N, Z]. Conver- 
sely, suppose 9?(N) = [$I?, N, Z] for all N, Zu N. First, note that W contains 
all near-rings with zero multiplication. Indeed, if N is a near-ring with 
N*=O, then ,42(N)=&*(B?(N/N))n(B(N):N),=Nn(W(N):N),= 
(9(N) : N)N = N, i.e., NEW. We now show 9 is ideal-hereditary: Let N be 
a near-ring with 14 N. Then B(N) n Z= f9-'(W(N/Z)) n (9(Z) : Z)N n Z= 
e-'(B?(N/Z)) n i%?(Z) = .3?(Z) since (3(9(Z)) =O, which completes the 
proof. 1 
In view of the discussion preceding Proposition 2.13, as well as Proposi- 
tions 2.12, 2.1, and 2.2, we define: 
481!144/1-17 
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2.14. DEFINITION. A radical % in the variety of near-rings is called an 
overnilpotent radical class if .%! is hereditary and 9’9 G h(QSEP). 
It is clear that every overnilpotent radical is supernilpotent and in the 
variety of rings, the two coincide. 
2.15. THEOREM. Let 9 be a radical class in the variety of near-rings. 
Then 9 is an overnilpotent radical class if and only if 9 = %JH for some 
weakly special class JY. In such a case, 9’92 = 2, 92 is ideal-hereditary, and 
for each near-ring N, 
W(N)= (-) {la N / N/kA}. 
Proof: Let & be a weakly special class. From Theorems 2.11 and 2.10, 
W = %A is a hereditary radical class and 9’93 = 2 E h(QSEP); hence 
9 is an overnilpotent radical class. Conversely, let W be an overnilpotent 
radical class. Then 9! = @!y9?! is hereditary and Ya c h(QSEP) E QSEP. 
We show 9’9 is a weakly special class. 9.93 is hereditary, for if 
9(Z) 4 Z 4 NE 9% then Z/a(Z) E 99 G QSEP and !%(I) (I N follows. 
Thus 9?(Z) = 0 and ZE 9.93. YW is closed under essential extensions: Let 
Z-0 N with ZE 99% Since W and 9’93 are hereditary, a(N) n I= W(Z) = 0. 
Then W(N) = 0, i.e., NE 9.9 follows from Ido N. 1 
From the above and Theorem 2.10, it follows that the semisimple class 
of an overnilpotent radical class is a weakly special class. Furthermore, 
Theorems 2.11 and 2.15 immediately give a characterization of the semi- 
simple classes of overnilpotent radicals: 
2.16. COROLLARY. A class of near-rings &Y is the semisimple class of an 
overnilpotent radical class if and only if .M is hereditary, closed under 
subdirect sums, closed under essential extensions, and satisfies condition (F). 
In the variety of rings, h(QSEP) = (N I N semiprime) is closed under 
essential extensions. Consequently this variety contains a largest weakly 
special class and hence a smallest overnilpotent ( = supernilpotent) radical 
class. We do not know if this is the case in the variety of near-rings. In this 
variety, all the known examples of ideal-hereditary radicals are in fact over- 
nilpotent. It is not known if this is true in general. What is known, from 
a result of Betsch and Kaarli [4], is that all radicals W with hereditary 
semisimple classes 993 consist of semiprime near-rings. The last two 
sentences are, of course, not true in the variety of rings. 
There are two more obvious outstanding problems: 
(1) Describe the near-rings in h(QSEP). 
(2) Characterize the overnilpotent radical classes W using conditions 
on W only. 
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3. EXAMPLES 
For each choice of a weakly special class below, the letter (Roman or 
Greek) following the relevant number will be used to indicate the over- 
nilpotent radical determined by the weakly special class under discussion. 
3.1. In Booth and Groenewald [S], a special class is defined as a 
hereditary class of equiprime near-rings (defined below) which is closed 
under essential extensions. In view of Theorem 2.5 above and Corollary 2.4 
in Booth, Groenewald, and Veldsman [6], any special class is a weakly 
special class. For completeness, we list here their examples of special 
classes. They are classes & consisting of near-rings N which can be any 
one of the following types: 
3.1.1. (x) N is equiprime [6] if 0#a~N and anx=any for all 
n~N(x, YEN), then x=y. 
3.1.2. (a) N is strongZy equiprime [7] if for each 0 # a E N there 
exists a finite subset F (called the insulator of a) such that afx = c&y for all 
f~ F (x, y E N), implies x = y. 
3.1.3. (z) N is uniformly strongly equiprime [7] if it is strongly equi- 
prime and the same insulator can be chosen for each non-zero element 
of N. 
3.1.4. (6) N is bounded strongly equiprime of bound one [7] if it is 
strongly equiprime and each non-zero element has an insulator consisting 
of one element. 
3.1.5. (y) N is completely equiprime [S] if 0 f a E N and x, y E N 
such that ux=uy, then x= y. 
3.1.6. (J3) A4 is 3-primitive [9] if there is a faithful N-group G of 
type 2 such that ng, = ng, for all n E N (g,, g, E G) implies g, = g,. 
3.2. (.Zz) Let Jt? be the class of all 2-primitive near-rings. From Kaarli 
[ 1 l] we know that &Y satisfies condition (F); hence it consists of quasi 
semi-equiprime near-rings (alternatively, see also [22] or Meldrum [13]). 
Theorem 6.43 in Meldrum [13] shows that &! is hereditary. Kaarli [12] 
has pointed out that any faithful Z-group G of type 2 with la N gives rise 
to a faithful N-group G of type 2-hence .& is closed under essential exten- 
sions. Since 2-primitive near-rings need not be equiprime, they do not form 
a special class in the sense of Booth and Groenewald [S]. Kaarli [12] 
gives many more examples of weakly special classes, all based on the 
2-primitive near-rings (defined via his “admissible classes”). 
3.3. (Y) Let d be the class of all simple near-rings with identity. 
Then .& is a weakly special class in view of Propositions 6 and 8 in 
Anderson, Kaarli, and Wiegandt [ 11. 
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3.4. (p) A near-ring N is semi-equiprime if (a - h)na = (a - h)nb for all 
n E N (a, b E N) implies a = b. Any equiprime near-ring is semi-equiprime 
and a ring is semi-equiprime if and only if it is semiprime. If N is semi-equi- 
prime, then N is quasi-semiprime (cf. definition before Proposition 2.2): 
Suppose xn =yn for all n E N (x, y E N). Then (x - y)nx = (x -y)ny for all 
n and x=y follows. If nx=ny for all n, then (x-y)nx=(x-y)ny for all 
n and again x = y. From Proposition 2.3 in [6] it follows that every semi- 
equiprime near-ring is quasi semi-equiprime. 
3.4.1. PROPOSITION. The class A! of semi-equiprime near-rings is a 
weakly special class. 
ProoJ: Jz’ is hereditary: Let I+ NE J$?. Let x, y E I such that 
(x-y)ix=(x-y)iy for all icl. For each ncN, (xi-yi)nxi=(xi-yi)nyi 
and since N is semi-equiprime, xi = yi for all i E I. If x # y, then there is an 
QE N such that (x-y)n,x # (x- y)n,y. But both n,x and n, y are in I; 
hence (x- y)n,x =0= (x - y)n, y, which contradicts our choice of IZ~. 
Thus x = y and ZE JM. A is closed under essential extensions: Let Zao N 
with ZE&. Let x, YEN such that (x-y)nx= (x-y)ny for all no N. 
For any i E Z, (xi - yi) txi = (xi - yi) tyi for all t E Z and since ZE A, xi = yi 
for all iEZ. Thus x-~E(O:Z)~={UEN(~Z=O}. Since (O:Z),aN 
and ZaoN, Zn(O:Z),#O if (O:Z),#O. Let eEZn(O:Z),. Then 
(e-O)ie=O= (e-O)iO, hence e=O. Thus (0 : Z)N=O and x= y follows 
and NE&. 1 
The class of semi-equiprime near-rings is not comparable to the class of 
2-primitive near-rings since there are semiprime rings which are not 
primitive and (trivial) 2-primitive near-rings which are not semi-equiprime. 
3.5. ($) Let N be a near-ring. A multiplicative closed subset S of N 
is a subset with the property that s, t E S implies st E S. For a, x, y E N we 
will use T,(a, x, y) to denote the subset of N defined by T,(a, x, y) = {all 
finite sums xi n,(am,x-ami y)k, with n;, mi, k,E N}. A near-ring N is 
s-equiprime if it contains a non-empty multiplicative closed subset S with 
O$S such that O#aEN and T,(a,x, y)nS=@ implies x=y (x,y~N). 
In such a case, S is called a kernel of N. 
The s-prime rings were defined by Van der Walt [ 193, who showed that 
the upper radical determined by these rings coincides with the nil radical 
class. We will show that the class of s-equiprime near-rings is a weakly 
special class; in the variety of rings it coincides with the s-prime rings and 
consequently we have an ideal-hereditary generalization of the nil radical. 
First, note that any s-equiprime near-ring is equiprime. Let N be a ring 
which is s-prime (i.e., it contains a non-empty multiplicative closed subset 
S with 0 $ S and In S # 0 for all 0 # la N). We show N is s-equiprime. 
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Let 0 #a~ N and let x, YEN with x #y. Since N is prime, 
NaN(x-y)N#O and T,(a, x, y) =NuN(x-y)Na N (remember, in the 
variety of rings if C, D G N, then CD is the set of all finite sums of products 
of the form cd, c E C, dc D). Since N is s-prime, T,(a, x, y) n S # 0. The 
converse (s-equiprime implies s-prime) is obvious and the equality of the 
two concepts in the variety of rings follows. 
We will, on occasion, need the following, which has been proved in [6]: 
3.5.1.1. If Z 4 N and N is equiprime, then Z is equiprime (hence 
xZy#O for x, yEZwith x#O#y). 
351.2. If la0 N and Z is equiprime, then N is equiprime and for 
O#XEN, Zx#O#xZ. 
3.5.2. PROPOSITION. The class of all s-equiprime near-rings ~4’ is a 
weakly special class. 
Proof: A’ is hereditary: Let Z 4 NE A? and let S be the kernel of N. For 
any 0 #a E Z, T,(a, a, 0) n S# 0 and T,(a, a, 0) E I. Thus S* := 
S n I# 0. We show that Z is s-equiprime with kernel S*. Obviously S* is 
multiplicative closed and 0 # S*. Let O#UEZ and x, YEZ with x#y. 
By 3.5.1.1 we can find p, q, rE Z such that (ap) q(xr) # (up) q(yr). 
Let u = (up) q xr and let u = (up) q (yr). Since N is s-equiprime, 
T,(a,u-u,O)eS#IZj, say 
c ni(ami(u-u)-am,O)kiES for ni, mi, kiE N. 
Hence xi ni am,(u - u)kie S, i.e., 
~niami(a(pq)x-~(pq)y)rki~SnZn TAa, x, Y), 
i.e., 
TAa, x, Y) n S* f 0, 
and Z s-equiprime follows. 
A’ is closed under essential extensions: Let la0 N with Z s-equiprime. 
Let S be the kernel of Z and let 0 #a E N, x, y E N with x # y. From 3.5.1.2 
we can get p, q E Z such that up # 0 and xq # yq. Then T,(a, x, y) n S # 0. 
Thus N is s-equiprime with kernel S. 1 
We can obtain another weakly special class X as follows: Let 
X = {N 1 N contains a non-empty multiplicative closed subset with 0 4 S 
such that if 0 # a E N and x, y E N with x # y, then namxk - namyk E S for 
some n, m, k E N}. The proofs are similar to the above. Note that each 
near-ring in X is equiprime. 
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3.5.3. PROPOSITION. Let N be a 3-primitive near-ring. Then N is 
s-equiprime. 
Proof: Let G be a faithful N-group of type 3. As is well known, if 
0 #g E G, then Ng = G. Since NG # 0, there is a g, E G with Ng, # 0. Hence 
g,EG=Ng,, i.e., g,=n,g, for some n,eN. Let S={n~N~ng,=g,}. 
Clearly S is a non-empty multiplicative closed subset of N and 0 $ S. Let 
0 #a EN and x, y E N with x # y. Since N is equiprime (cf. Lemma 4.1 
in [6]), there is an mOE N such that amOx # am,y. Thus 
am,x-am,y$(O: G),=O, hence (am,x-am,y)g, #O for some 
g, E G = Ng,, i.e., (am,x - am, y)(kO g,) # 0 for some k, E N. Thus 
N((am,x - am, y) k, g,) = G, from which (n,(am,x - am0 yk,) g, = g, 
follows for some n,E N. This means T,(a, x, y) n Sf 0 and N is 
s-equiprime. 1 
3.6. (a) A near-ring N is super-equiprime if for every 0 # aE N there 
exists a finite sum of the form c := xi niami (n,, mi E N) such that cx = cy 
implies x = ,v (x, y EN). 
If we recall that a ring N is superprime (defined by Van der Walt in [20] 
with a detailed discussion in [21]) if every non-zero principal ideal 
contains an element c such that cx = cy implies x = y, it is easy to see that 
a ring is superprime if and only if it is super-equiprime. It is also 
straightforward that any super-equiprime near-ring is equiprime, in fact, it 
is s-equiprime as well as strongly equiprime: 
3.6.1. PROPOSITION. Let N be a super-equiprime near-ring. Then N is 
s-equiprime and strongly equiprime. 
ProoJ N is s-equiprime: Let S={CENI cx=cy implies x=y 
(x, y)~ N)}. S is non-empty (since N is super-equiprime), S is multi- 
plicatively closed, and 0 $ S. Let 0 # a E N and x, y E N with x # y. Since N 
is equiprime, there exists an mOE N such that amOx #am, y. From the 
definition of super-equiprime, it is possible to find a finite sum 
c = xi ni(amOx - am, y)ki (n,, ki E N) such that cp = cq implies p = q 
(p, q E N). Hence 
Tda, x, Y) n S # 0. 
N is strongly equiprime: Let 0 # aE N. Then there is a finite sum 
c=n,am,+n,an,+ ... fn,am, (n,, miE N, ta 1) for which cx=cy 
implies x = y (x, y E N). Let F= {m, , m2, . . . . m,}. Then F is an insulator 
for a. 1 
3.6.2. PROPOSITION. The class JZ of all super-equiprime near-rings is a 
weakly special class. 
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Proof: M is hereditary: Let ICI NE JX. Let 0 # a E Z. By 3.5.1.1 we 
know that Z is equiprime, hence ZaZ # 0. Let p, q E Z such that paq # 0. Since 
N is super-equiprime, there is a finite sum c= xi n,(paq)m, (ni, miE N) 
such that cx = cy implies x =y (x, y E N). But nip and qmi is in Z and 
c = Ci(niP) a(qmi) is the desired element in I. 
Jt! is closed under essential extensions: Let Z-0 N with ZE &‘. Let 
0 #a~ N. By 3.5.1.2 we have up #O for some PE I. Since Z is super-equi- 
prime, there is a finite sum c= xi t,(up)u,= Ci t,u(pu,) such that cx= cy 
implies x = y (x, y E Z, ti, ui E I). Let x, y E N such that cx = cy. For each 
bEZ, c(xb) = c(yb). Thus xb = yb and (x-y)Z= 0 follows. This means 
x=y. 1 
The class X = {N 1 for all 0 # a E N there exist n, m E M such that when- 
ever numx = numy, then x = y (x, y E N)} is also a weakly special class and 
each near-ring in X is super-equiprime. Let us remark that if N is bounded 
strongly equiprime with bound one, then N is in X : Let 0 # a EN. Then 
there exists an f~ N such that ufx = ufr implies x = y (x, y E N). Let c = faf 
and suppose cx = cy (x, y E N). Then uf(ufx) = uf(ufv) ; hence ufx = ufv 
and thus x = y follows. 
3.7. (0) Of course, if w is the union of the classes consisting of the 
2-primitive near-rings, the simple near-rings with identity and the semi- 
equiprime near-rings, then 7Y is a weakly special class. 
From the preceding as well as Booth and Groenewald [S], we have the 
following implications, none of which can be reversed since they are not 
reversible in the variety of rings (except 3-primitive = 2-primitive = 
primitive in this variety, but there are 2-primitive near-rings which are not 
3-primitive) (see Scheme 1). We do not know if every simple near-ring with 
an identity is equiprime. Any near-ring N = M,(G) = {f 1 f: G -+ G a 
function withS(0) = 0} ( h w ere G is a group) is a simple near-ring (cf. [ 131) 
with an identity which is equiprime: Let 0 # a E N and suppose unx = any 
for all n E N(x, y E N). If x # y, let t E G with x(t) # y(t). At least one of 
these is non-zero, say x(t) #O. Since a #O, choose SE G with u(s) #O. 
Definef:GjGbyf(u)=sifu=x(t)andf(u)=Oforallx(t)#uEG.Then 
f~ N and 0 = (ufy)(t) = (ufx)(t) #O-a contradiction. Thus x = y and it 
follows that N is equiprime. 
The diagram for the corresponding radicals is given by Scheme 2. From 
the variety of rings, we know that all the inclusions are strict; t is inde- 
pendent of /I, 9, J2, and J, ; CJ is independent of $, Jz, and J3. Also, none 
of the radicals in the tree starting at /I (except J,) are comparable with J,. 
It still remains to give an explicit description of all the radical classes 
determined by the above weakly special classes. 
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completely equiprime 
I 
bounded strongly equiprime 
with bound one 
I 
uniformly strongly equiprime 
3-primitive 
juper- equip\ / 
strongly equiprime s- equiprime 
\ / 
equiprime Z- primitive 
simple with identity 
I 
quasi semi- equiprime 
SCHEME 1 
SCHEME 2 
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4. WEAKLY SPECIAL CLASSES IN THE VARIETY OF ALL NEAR-RINGS 
We now dispose of the requirement hat all near-rings be o-symmetric. 
In this variety, the situation is not as good as that in the o-symmetric ase. 
It is not known if this variety contains any non-trivial ideal-hereditary radi- 
cals or any non-trivial classes which satisfy condition (F). In fact, any semi- 
simple class which contains the two-element field does not satisfy condition 
(F) nor can the corresponding radical be ideal-hereditary: .Z, is not even a 
Kurosh-Amitsur radical in this variaty (cf. [24]). Fortunately the situation 
is not as bad as on first appearance. In [22] we described a general 
method to extend ideal-hereditary radicals from the variety of o-symmetric 
near-rings to a radical in the variety of all near-rings which is hereditary on 
left invariant ideals (i.e., ideals la N with NZs I) and has a hereditary 
semisimple class. This means 9(Z) G In W(N) for all Id N and the 
equality holds if NZ c I. First, we must adapt some of the earlier definitions 
to this more general case. Let &! be a class of near-rings. ~8 satisfies con& 
tion (F,) if J-aZaA with AZEZ and Z/JE& implies Ja A. A’ is closed 
under left invariant essential extensions if Ido N with NZGZ and ZE& 
implies NE A. A near-ring N is quasi semi-equiprime if xN = 0 implies x = 0 
(x E N) and if (Z, 0) is a pre-image of N and Z CI A with AZE Z, then x - y E 
ker 0 (x, y E I) implies ax - ay E ker 8 for all a E A. Theorem 2.5 (with the 
same proof) then says that a class A satisfies condition (F,) if and only if 
it consists of quasi semi-equiprime near-rings. A weakly special class is a 
hereditary class of quasi semi-equiprime o-symmetric near-rings which is 
closed under left invariant essential extensions. Of course, in the variety of 
o-symmetric near-rings, all these “left invariant” requirements are super- 
fluous and everything reduces to the corresponding notions in Section 2. 
We suspect he o-symmetric requirement in the definition of weakly special 
classes to be a consequence of the other imposed conditions. What is 
known is that any hereditary semisimple class contains no constant near- 
rings-in fact, they are all contained in the corresponding radical (cf. 
c231). 
Theorem 2.4 in [22] yields immediately 
4.1. THEOREM. Let A? be a weakly special class. Then 9 = %A! is a radi- 
cal class for which Z (I NE B and NZ G Z implies ZE 9, YW is hereditary, 
2 = YB, and 992 consists of o-symmetric near-rings. 
Observe that if N is a semi-equiprime near-ring, then N is o-symmetric: 
Indeed, if aE N, then (uO-- 0) n(a0) = aO= (aO-0)n for all n E N, hence 
a0 = 0. All the implications between the equiprime near-rings given in the 
previous section remain valid, except that s-equiprime no longer implies 
equiprime. Responsible for this are the constant near-rings-any constant 
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near-ring is s-equiprime but not equiprime since the latter are all 
o-symmetric. Also, 3-primitivity no longer implies equiprime. However, the 
intersection of each of the classes of near-rings discussed in Section 3 with 
the class of o-symmetric near-rings (if not already included in the defmi- 
tion) yields a weakly special class in the variety of all near-rings. A radical 
class 9 in this variety is called an overnilpotent radical class if 9 is 
hereditary and every near-ring in YW is quasi-equiprime. As in Section 2 
(cf. Theorem 2.15), it can be shown that 99 is an overnilpotent radical class 
if and only if B? = @J&Y for some weakly special class .,& and then 
Theorem 4.1 is applicable. Last, the obvious analogue of Proposition 2.13 
is also valid: Let 9 be a radical class. Then B(N) = [9?, N, Z] for all N and 
for all left invariant ideals I of N if and only if 99 is hereditary and 9? is 
hereditary on left invariant ideals (i.e., la NE 9 and NZE I implies ZE 9). 
For results on supernilpotent radicals and variants on [9:, N, I], Mlitz 
and Oswald [ 141 can be consulted. 
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